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a b s t r a c t

After more than ten years in orbit at Mars, the coverage from the High Resolution Stereo Camera (HRSC)
on the European Space Agency’s Mars Express is sufficient to begin constructing mosaic products on a
global scale. We describe our systematic processing procedure and, in particular, the technique used to
bring images affected by atmospheric dust into visual consistency with the mosaic. We outline how the
same method is used to produce a relative colour mosaic which shows local colour differences. We
demonstrate the results and show that the techniques may also be applied to images from other orbital
cameras.
& 2016 The Authors. Published by Elsevier Ltd. This is an open access article under the CC BY-NC-ND

license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/).
1. Introduction

After more than ten years in orbit at Mars, the coverage from
the High Resolution Stereo Camera (HRSC) on the European Space
Agency’s Mars Express is sufficient to begin constructing mosaic
products on a global scale. HRSC is a multi-sensor pushbroom
instrument comprising nine CCD line sensors to acquire multi-
angle and colour images of the Martian surface (Neukum and
Jaumann, 2004; Jaumann et al., 2007). The linear sensors image a
line on the planet’s surface perpendicular to the ground track of
the spacecraft and rely on the spacecraft’s orbital motion to scan
the line across the surface. HRSC delivers nine superimposed
image swaths, acquired at angles ranging between 718.9° of
nadir, four of which are obtained through colour filters. Each of the
CCD lines is made up of 5184 pixels, which corresponds a ground
resolution of ten metres for a spacecraft altitude of 250 km. In
general, the colour channel images are decreased in spatial reso-
lution by a factor of four using on-board pixel summation to
achieve lower data rates. A Super Resolution Channel (SRC) pro-
vides frame images embedded in the HRSC swath at nominally
four times greater resolution.

HRSC imaging is influenced by the special characteristics of the
spacecraft’s orbit, which is highly elliptical with a periapsis of
330 km and an apoapsis of 10,530 km. As a consequence, there are
Ltd. This is an open access article u
three orbits a day and a continuous migration of the periapsis, so
that the images have a continually changing illumination angle
and low repetition rate. Additionally, the images’ surface resolu-
tion – or inversely, their width – is strongly dependent on the
spacecraft’s altitude at the instant of line acquisition.

After radiometric calibration, however, the image strips still
show varying brightnesses caused by differing illumination and
atmospheric conditions (Fig. 1). Although there has been much
work on the atmospheric correction of HRSC images (e.g. Inada et
al., 2008; Hoekzema et al., 2010, 2011), the problem is highly non-
trivial, and a systematically applicable procedure remains elusive.
Consequently, it is not possible to derive accurate values for the
absolute surface albedo from individual images. Internally, indi-
vidual images do provide information on relative surface bright-
ness, under the assumption that the atmospheric conditions are
consistent along the strip. Since HRSC was conceived as a high
resolution instrument, this limitation is not necessarily a problem:
the global albedo of Mars at lower resolution is already well
known, e.g. from the Thermal Emission Spectrometer (TES) (Chris-
tensen et al., 2001), and this can be utilised as a brightness cali-
bration to bring the HRSC image strips to mutually consistent
absolute values.

The 0.35–2.75 mm spectral response of the TES visible/near-IR
bolometer (Christensen et al., 2001) is considerably broader than the
HRSC panchromatic filter’s 0.58–0.77 mm (Jaumann et al., 2007). We
are thus implicitly assuming a correlation between the albedos in the
two frequency ranges, which may not, in general, hold true. However,
nder the CC BY-NC-ND license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/).
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Fig. 1. After Lambert correction: strips generally have good internal illumination consistency, but atmospheric variability between strips remains strongly visible (the area
shown is particularly difficult).
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we emphasise that the aim of the systematic mosaic processing is to
produce a set of image products which will find primary use in
geological mapping projects and for the context and registration of
higher resolution datasets. We hope to achieve visual consistency as
far as possible, making it possible to trace geomorphological features
of the surface over multiple source images without the distraction of
changes in brightness and contrast at the image boundaries. Absolute
brightness variations in the mosaic, particularly over longer dis-
tances, need to be understood within the context of the processing
methods described here.

Changes in direction of illumination cannot be corrected
without loss of image quality, so these will remain: wherever
possible, though, we choose to use contiguous image sequences
with consistent illumination. It was a design requirement that the
mosaics should be not lower in quality than individual image
products: they are processed at the same maximum resolution as
the source products (12.5 m/pix for panchromatic and 50 m/pix
for colour), and the pixels can be matched back 1:1 to the sources.

In previous work, we explored other approaches to address this
problem involving combinations of high-pass and low-pass filtering
with smoothing (McGuire et al., 2014a, 2014b), as was done, for
example, for global mosaic processing of Thermal Emission Imaging
System (THEMIS) data (Edwards et al., 2011). We were unable to find
an acceptable solution using only HRSC data to recover the longer
range brightness variations: either the smoothing was too visible, or
the remaining artefacts were too strong.

The US Geological Survey ISIS3 software suite includes a program
called Equalizer, which offers both tone and contrast matching
facilities. In general, it requires selected images to be designated held
to provide a reference for the remainder. For a small group of images,
where it is possible to choose a good quality image as the reference,
it works perfectly. As the set of images becomes larger, and the
sequences of intermediate overlapping images longer, any errors in
the absolute brightness of held images propagate into the local
brightness in the mosaic, appearing as striping artefacts. At a mini-
mum, the held images need to be referenced to an external standard.
2. Preprocessing

Images are geometrically and radiometrically corrected according to
the usual scheme (Jaumann et al., 2007). They are then orthorectified
on a high-resolution stereo-derived digital terrain model (DTM) and
map-projected for the mosaic (Gwinner et al., 2015a, 2015b). A Lambert
correction is applied to equalise illumination variations resulting from
the changing solar incidence angle (Walter et al., 2015) (Fig. 2).
3. Brightness adjustment

The first step is to create an intermediate resolution brightness
reference map (Fig. 3). The images to be incorporated into the mosaic
are divided coarsely into cells, and the mean reflectance determined for
each cell. The mean value of the area corresponding to each cell is also
found from the TES albedo map (Fig. 3a), and the ratio of the two gives
a scaling factor to bring the image cell to an equivalent brightness. The
grid of ratios representing scaling factors for the centres of the image
cells is bilinearly interpolated (and extrapolated at the edges) up to the
pixel dimensions of the source image. This is multiplied by the source
image to produce a new image which has local average values con-
sistent with the albedo map, while retaining relative contrasts at finer
scales, consistent with the full resolution of the source image.

The cell size is chosen to be as large as possible both to avoid
unnecessarily removing longer wavelength information from the
source images, and to avoid reproducing finer-scale artefacts from
the TES map. An important goal is to be able to obtain a close
match to the brightness reference near the image edges, so that
adjacent images will be consistent in average brightness. The HRSC
strips are typically rather narrow in longitudinal extent, such that
it is the strip width which determines the minimum cell size. We
find that at least three cells across the image are needed.

Next, the brightness-scaled images are placed into a mosaic at
moderate resolution (we are using 400 m/pix). The resulting
mosaic appears highly consistent in brightness in a broad view
(Fig. 3b), but closer inspection shows that image edges often
remain visible. The edge artefacts are eliminated by applying a
Gaussian blur (of 15 pixels width). The blur maintains the local
average brightness while degrading the resolution. Now we have a
mosaic with brightness characteristics similar to the TES albedo
map, slightly higher nominal spatial resolution, but markedly
reduced striping artefacts in the areas covered by HRSC and sig-
nificantly higher information content (Fig. 3c).

For computational economy, we map the TES albedo range
[0.0,0.35] into the 16-bit integer range [0,25,000] (leaving some



Fig. 2. Sample map-projected image strips (a) before and (b) after Lambert correction.

Fig. 3. Intermediate brightness reference: (a) TES, 7.5 km/pix; (b) Tied HRSC over TES, 400 m/pix; and (c) intermediate brightness reference, 3 km/pix.
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overhead for brighter than average pixels), rather than carry out
calculations with floating point variables.

The final step is to create a full resolution mosaic, this time
using the intermediate brightness reference map as the calibra-
tion. The source images are again scaled to the reference map, but
this time using smaller cells – with nine across an image strip
instead of three. The higher fidelity reference map permits the use
of smaller averaging cells without introducing new artefacts.

Fig. 4a shows the intermediate brightness reference mosaic
before blurring: although the strip brightnesses are generally
consistent, some image strip boundaries are still visible. Fig. 4b
shows the same mosaic after blurring, where the boundaries are
much reduced. In Fig. 4c, the final mosaic shows both consistency
between image strips and the detail of the source images.

The brightness-scaled images are placed into the mosaic, feather-
ing (i.e. fading from 0% to 100% transparency) overlapping images over
a narrow range of pixels. We are using 40 pixels for a 12.5 m/pix
mosaic: the optimum depends on the mosaic resolution. Note that
feathering helps to hide the image boundary, but is only effective if the
neighbouring image brightnesses are well matched. If they are not, the
feathering softens the boundary, but does not mask the transition.

Additionally, feathering degrades the image quality even for a
subpixel misalignment of overlapping images, so it is best to apply
it over the shortest acceptable range. Occasional shared image
boundaries exist where the overlap diminishes to zero along the
edge (e.g. h0155_0001 with h1066_0000). In such cases, the
feathering range is reduced – eventually to a hard transition.
4. Image sequencing

Images are initially placed into the mosaic in order of best
ground sampling resolution, from lowest to highest. If an image
overlaps existing coverage in the mosaic, the pixels of the mosaic



Fig. 4. (a) Brightness-scaled HRSC over TES, (b) intermediate brightness reference, and (c) final mosaic, 12.5 m/pix.

Fig. 5. (a) Mosaic with overlaid low contrast images 1903_0000 (left), 1892_0000 (centre) and (b) mosaic including images 1903_0000, 1892_0000 with contrast increases of
6� , 5� (area of 1903_0000 partially covered by better image).
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are replaced with those from the new image except at the image
boundary, where they are feathered together.

In cases where this is not the optimal sequence, which may be
for reasons of image quality or consistency of illumination, we
construct a list of ordering relations. This is done by visual
inspection of the assembled mosaic and comparison with indivi-
dual image strips. Sequence relations are recorded in a form such
as h0103_0009oh1925_0000, h1936_0000 to indicate that
h0103_0009 should be placed below h1925_0000 and h1936_0000
(its east and west neighbours) or h3180_00004h2024_0001 to
indicate that h3180_0000 should lie above h2024_0001. This
scheme allows newly acquired images to be incorporated into the
processing list according to their best ground sampling distance,
while maintaining sequence relations which have already been
established.

The HRSC global mosaics are being compiled according to the
USGS 30-quadrangle scheme, with roughly 200 HRSC image strips
needed to cover a quadrangle. The sequence relations for each
quadrangle are combined into a single global list so that adjacent
quadrangles use identical sequencing.
5. Contrast adjustment

A significant fraction of the images show reduced contrast, a
consequence of increased atmospheric scattering. Unmodified,
they appear in in the processed mosaic as relatively flat bands.
Their contrast can be recovered by applying a linear stretch to the
histogram, although in most cases the image remains somewhat
degraded in detail. The degree of stretching ranges up to values of
around 6� about the mean for images with the most atmospheric
dust. The precise level is adjusted iteratively after visual inspection
of the assembled mosaic (Fig. 5).

Some images show changing degrees of contrast degradation
along the strip. We allow for the possibility of varying adjustment
defined at multiple points: here the stretch factor is interpolated
between the provided values along the image strip.

Increasing the histogram width using a multiplicative factor
introduces the possibility of overflow errors: pixel values beyond
the white or black points. The number of occurrences is reported
during processing, allowing the factor to be reduced. Remaining
overflows are clipped to the end values.
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6. Colour processing

Creating a mosaic of the HRSC colour channels poses an addi-
tional challenge: not only should we be concerned with the effect
of the changing atmosphere on the absolute surface brightness
values, as for the nadir channel, but with its effect on the ratio
between colour bands, since this is what determines the property
of colour (Fig. 6).

On Earth, it is apparent that the colour of solar illumination at the
surface varies over the course of a day. While at midday the light is
neutral and objects are perceived to show their natural colours,
towards evening the illumination colour shifts towards yellow or red
as the light path through the atmosphere becomes more oblique and
longer, and relatively more blue light is scattered away before
reaching the surface. We expect the same effect on Mars. Additionally,
the scattering efficiency is increased by the addition of fine dust
particles into the atmosphere, so that we expect that the varying dust
load in the Martian atmosphere may not only change the intensity of
illumination at the surface, but also its colour.

We do not attempt to quantify this effect in the processing of the
colour mosaic, but take a related approach to that used for the nadir
channel. Instead of assuming a known brightness distribution – the
TES albedo map – we begin from the known average colour of the
planet, and use the HRSC colour data to elicit colour variations from
that average, i.e. local changes in the colour band ratio.

This is a more restrictive starting point, but we consider the
greatest value of the HRSC colour data to be in the identification of
surface features at small scales which differ in their colour prop-
erties from the local environment. Such an approach allows colour
features at this scale to be identified and mapped with relative
ease. Further studies of their spectral properties may be made
either from the source images or with locally targeted data from
spectral instruments (e.g. Loizeau et al., 2010).

The processing scheme is similar to that used for the nadir
mosaic processing. In the first step an intermediate brightness
reference map is generated: this time, however, it is not based on a
Fig. 6. Lambert corrected composite colour mosaic with (a) no additional stretch
and (b) individually stretched colour channel mosaics.
lower resolution source. The cell averages are scaled to a constant
value, so that the mosaic only retains local deviations from the
average. The final mosaic is scaled to the intermediate brightness
reference map in the same way as before.

The colour channel mosaics can be composited in various ways
to produce an RGB colour mosaic. Combining the red, green, blue
channels directly as an RGB image yields an average grey with
locally relatively red, green or blue features showing in those
colours. To produce a visually more conventional image, the
channels can be combined in a fixed ratio to one another to give an
average Mars red – the terracotta hue we expect for Mars images,
with the local deviations in colour shown relative to this.
Expanding the blue and green histograms relative to the red helps
to bring out additional detail, since the variations in blue are much
smaller. Alternative processing can be made to enhance the colour
differences or to incorporate the IR channel (Jaumann et al., 2007).

Larger scale brightness features are restored by pan-sharpening
the colour composite with the panchromatic mosaic (Fig. 7). The
pan-sharpening is carried out by making a 16-bit RGB to HSV
colour space conversion, substituting the V-channel with the
panchromatic mosaic, and then converting back to RGB. This can
be done either at the colour mosaic resolution of 50 m/pix or at
the panchromatic resolution of 12.5 m/pix.

As the panchromatic component of the colour mosaic provides
the contrast in the final product, no contrast adjustment is applied
to the colour images.

The complete procedure ensures that the whole colour dataset
is brought into visual homogeneity and that fine colour detail is
retained as seen, for example, in the layered units in Mawrth Vallis
(Fig. 7). The colour product processed this way is intended to be
useful in supporting geological and geomorphological interpreta-
tions at scales close to the resolution of the HRSC instrument.

The panchromatic mosaic is distributed in its 16-bit version to
maintain as much brightness detail as possible. For a colour
mosaic, RGB images with 16-bit channels are more difficult to
handle, as well as requiring larger files. Compressing the 16-bit
range into 8 bits requires a compromise: either you choose to keep
the full dynamic range, which leaves the majority of the histogram
in a small subset of the 256 brightness values, or you clip the tails
of the histogram so that the majority of pixels are spread over as
wide a range of brightness values as possible. The former leads to a
drab, low contrast image, where fine contrast differences are
diminished or lost; the latter causes loss of detail in the brightest
and darkest areas, e.g. highlights on crater rims or dark dune
fields. A more sophisticated option is to use a Gaussian stretch,
where the central parts of the histogram are mapped approxi-
mately linearly over a broad range of the output histogram, but the
tails are compressed more strongly. This approach leaves good
contrast in the mid-range where the majority of pixels lie and
maintains detail in both the dark and bright areas. The loss of the
linear relative brightness at the histogram extremes is preferable
to having clipped values.

For the future, we are considering supplementing or replacing the
global average Mars colour approach with a scheme identical to that
used for the panchromatic mosaic. This requires equivalent global
colour albedo maps corresponding to the wavelengths passed by the
HRSC red, green, blue and infra-red filters, which could be derived
from the Mars Express OMEGA instrument data (Bibring et al., 2004).
7. Computation

Map-projected HRSC images vary in size up to a few gigabytes,
and a global mosaic at 12.5 m/pix with 16 bits/pix in simple
cylindrical projection requires approximately 3 TB of storage. For
convenience of processing, the mosaic is stored in tiled form – at



Fig. 7. Section of MC-11 showing various colour details at Mawrth Vallis: notably the exposure of a light, relatively blue, layer, and the exposures of a relatively pink layer
which caps it.
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present in sections of 5000�5000 pixels. The use of tiles makes
the processing memory requirements independent of the final
mosaic size.

Individual images are processed whole and then merged into
the relevant mosaic tiles. On completion, the tiles may be
assembled into larger regular tiles (40,000�40,000 gives 3 GB
tiles at 16-bit), or assembled and cut into map quadrangles or sub-
quadrangles. The assembled tiles are stored in GeoTIFF files with
reduced-resolution image pyramids. Viewed in a GIS system the
tile handling is transparent, and permits precise verification of the
mosaic against the source images at pixel scale.

The current processing time for a full quadrangle nadir mosaic
at 12.5 m/pix is of the order of 8 h (MC-11, 184 images, 8-core PC)
using custom-written IDL software.

The manual inputs into the procedure – i.e., changes to the image
sequence and individual contrast adjustments – are compiled in a GIS
environment (Esri’s ArcGIS) using a custom-written add-in. These are
recorded in a text-file which can be appended into a universal
modification list for later reprocessing of the mosaic.

7.1. Definition of pixel grid

There are two standards in use for defining a map-projected
pixel grid. One indicates the coordinates of the centre of the
upper-left pixel with a map scale to define the interval between
adjacent pixels. The other indicates the coordinates of the upper-
left corner of the image, i.e. the upper-left corner of the upper-left
pixel, again with a map scale to define pixel spacing. Thus there is
a 0.5 pixel difference between the two systems. The distinction is
significant in designing a mosaic tiling system, especially when
considering coregistered mosaics of differing resolutions, as the
HRSC nadir, colour and DTM.
In the pixel-centre system, it is natural to place the first pixel on
the origin (Fig. 8a). In the pixel-edge system, it is natural to place
the first pixel edge-aligned with the origin (Fig. 8b). The divisions
chosen for mosaic tiles define the tile edges: a tiled mosaic is thus
a pixel-edge product.

For the HRSC image mosaic processing, the tiles are 5000�5000
pixels, and the first tile at 12.5 m/pix resolution would naturally cover
the area from 0 to 62.5 km in the north and east directions from the
origin. If the map-projected source images use the pixel-centre system,
as is the case for VICAR-processed HRSC images (VICAR is an image
processing system developed at JPL), it is not possible to create an
origin-aligned pixel-edge mosaic without resampling because there is
the 0.5 pixel offset between the systems. Resampling is undesirable as
it degrades the image quality. The tiles can, of course, be aligned with
the pixel-centre grid by offsetting the tile edges by 0.5 pixels. Tile
edges for different resolutions, e.g. 12.5, 25 and 50 m/pix for HRSC,
however, need to be offset by different amounts (6.25, 12.5 and 25 m).
Thus, in this scheme, the coverage of a 25 m/pix tile will not corre-
spond identically to the coverage of 2�2 12.5 m/pix tiles and the
same is true for quadrangle subtiles. GIS systems will handle these
differences correctly, but a user wanting to manipulate the data
directly should take care to account for these small differences in tile
positions.

Future projects anticipating the creation of very large mosaics may
wish to consider using a pixel-edge aligned projection grid. Whether
they retain the 100 m base figure used by HRSC with simple multiples
and fractions of it (e.g. 25, 50, 75, 100, 200 m/pix), or choose a new
base figure (e.g. 10 m, 1 m), the tiling boundaries will coincide at
regular intervals, which simplifies data subsetting or up- or down-
sampling.
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8. Data gaps

Data gaps arising as a result of transmission errors or inter-
ruptions are filled by interpolation in archived data products for
individual images. In constructing a mosaic, it is necessary to be
able to replace missing data from an image with alternative cov-
erage wherever possible (in Fig. 6b, nadir channel coverage gaps
can be seen as black areas, and data gaps caused by some trans-
mission loss in the green channel as horizontal magenta bars.)
However, there is a trade-off to be made between data com-
pleteness and the visual homogeneity of the mosaic.

The transitions between images need to be feathered to avoid
seam lines, which brings about a small amount of image degra-
dation: where the images are misaligned, even by a fraction of a
pixel, the feathering reduces the image sharpness. Differences in
illumination conditions may also lead to a feathered region which
is lower in quality than either of the source images. Feathering is
carried out over a certain range from the image boundary: if a data
gap is much smaller than this scale (we are using 15–20 pixels at
12.5 m/pix mosaic resolution), interpolation is preferable.
Fig. 8. Placement of pixels of dimension 12.5 m (filled squares), 25 m and 50 m (h

Fig. 9. MC-11 Oxia Palus quadrangle c
It was found during construction of the Viking colour mosaic
that data gaps in colour bands can be restored by building a local
correlation table between the missing colour and the other colour
bands, and using this to reconstruct the missing values (private
communication, R.L. Kirk; coding, J. Matthews). We have not yet
applied the technique to HRSC, but intend to do so for future
iterations of the mosaic.
9. Results

We have processed several quadrangles using orthoimages
based on preliminary HRSC stereo DTMs (Scholten et al., 2005).
The preliminary Oxia Palus MC-11 quadrangle panchromatic
mosaic is shown in Fig. 9. It is planned that data released to the
PSA and PDS archives will be based on DTM half-quadrangle
mosaics for the best possible geometry (Gwinner et al., 2010,
2015b), the first of which is MC-11E. The preliminary mosaics may
show small misalignments between image strips, which will be
eliminated in the archival versions.
eavy outlines) in (a) pixel-centre aligned and (b) pixel-edge aligned systems.

omposed from 184 image strips.



Fig. 10. Portion of CTX Coprates Chasma mosaic at 5 m/pix, made up of about ten image strips.
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We have also tested the technique with images from the Con-
text Camera (CTX) on Mars Reconnaissance Orbiter (MRO) (Malin
et al., 2007), which faces similar difficulties in correcting for
atmospheric effects. Fig. 10 shows a mosaic of a region of Coprates
Chasma composed from about ten CTX images pre-processed in
the standard way for the instrument, then put into a mosaic using
TES as an external brightness reference.
10. Conclusion

We have shown that it is possible to produce visually consistent
image mosaic for geological and geomorphological studies in the
absence of a full correction of atmospheric effects. We have begun
systematic processing of the complete HRSC dataset, working
according to the US Geological Survey MC-30 quadrangle scheme.
Completed quadrangles will be delivered to the ESA Planetary Science
Archive (PSA) and NASA Planetary Data System (PDS) archives toge-
ther with DTM mosaic products produced at the German Aerospace
Center (DLR) (Gwinner et al., 2015b). The techniques can be applied to
data from other imaging instruments, such as the images from the
Mars Reconnaissance Orbiter CTX camera.

Only a limited amount of user interaction is required for image
sequencing and contrast improvement, and is recorded in such a
way as to guarantee a reproducible mosaicking process, and a
consistent quadrangle to quadrangle and global visual appearance.

An implementation of the equalisation algorithm can be found
here: http://hrscview.fu-berlin.de/software.html
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